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Abstract—Integrating the reconfigurable intelligent surface in
a cell-free (RIS-CF) network is an effective solution to improve
the capacity and coverage of future wireless systems with low
cost and power consumption. The reflecting coefficients of RISs
can be programmed to enhance signals received at users. This
letter addresses a joint design of transmit beamformers at
access points and reflecting coefficients at RISs to maximize
the energy efficiency (EE) of RIS-CF networks, taking into
account the limited backhaul capacity constraints. Due to a very
computationally challenging nonconvex problem, we develop a
simple yet efficient alternating descent algorithm for its solution.
Numerical results verify that the EE of RIS-CF networks is
greatly improved, showing the benefit of using RISs.

Index Terms—Cell-free network, energy efficiency, limited
backhaul, reconfigurable intelligent surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

U
LTRA-dense networks (UDNs) have been advocated as

a key enabler for beyond fifth-generation wireless net-

works to further increase network capacity [1]. The underlying

principle of UDN is to densely deploy a large number of access

points (APs) and small cells in cellular networks. However, the

high density of APs and small cells comes at a cost of severe

inter-cell interference [2].

In order to address this bottleneck, cell-free (CF) networks

have been recently proposed as a promising technology to

effectively resolve the interference issues in existing cellular

networks [3], [4]. Since each user equipment (UE) in the

network is coherently served by a large number of APs

coordinated by a central processing unit (CPU) with no cell

boundaries, inter-cell interference can be efficiently reduced,

and thus the network capacity can be enhanced accordingly

[4]. Nonetheless, the performance of CF networks is heavily

constrained by the limited backhaul capacity between APs

and CPU [5], [6]. Further, the dense deployment of APs in

CF networks results in an increase in the network energy

consumption [7]. Therefore, an efficient scheme to improve

the network energy efficiency (EE), which will be considered

as a major figure-of-merit in the design of future networks, is

of crucial importance.

Fortunately, the new revolutionary technology called re-

configurable intelligent surface (RIS) has been identified as
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a spectral efficient solution with low cost and power con-

sumption [8]. An RIS consists of a large number of low-

cost passive elements, where each element can be adjusted

with an independent phase shift to reflect the electromagnetic

incident signals, to be added coherently at UEs. It is not too

far-fetched to envision a wireless system integrating RIS in a

CF network, referred to as RIS-CF, reaping all key advantages

of these two technologies. Despite its potential, only some

attempts have been made to characterize the performance of

RIS-CF in the literature [9], [10]. Unlike these works, which

are mainly focusing on maximizing the sum-rate with infinite

backhaul capacity links, our goal is to achieve an optimal

tradeoff between the total sum-rate and power consumption,

taking into account the impact of limited backhaul capacity.

Naturally, the beamformers at APs and RIS reflecting co-

efficients need to be jointly optimized to maximize the EE

of RIS-CF, which results in a computationally intractable

problem since the optimization variables are strongly coupled.

To efficiently solve this problem, the alternating descent-based

iterative algorithm is proposed, which converges at least to

a locally optimal solution. In each iteration of alternating

optimization, we develop new approximate functions to tackle

the nonconvex parts by leveraging the inner approximation

(IA) framework [11] and introducing a novel penalty function.

Simulation results confirm that the proposed algorithm greatly

improves the EE of cell-free networks over the existing

approaches.

Notation: X
) and X

� are the transpose and Hermitian

transpose of a matrix X, respectively. ‖ · ‖ and | · | denote

the Euclidean norm of a vector and the absolute value of a

complex scalar, respectively. ℜ{·} returns the real part of an

argument.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1. Illustration of an RIS-CF network.

We consider an RIS-CF network as illustrated in Fig.

1, where the sets M , {1, 2, · · · , "} of " APs and

N , {1, 2, · · · , #} of # RISs are distributedly deployed
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to coherently serve the set L , {1, 2, · · · , !} of ! single-

antenna UEs. Each AP is equipped with  antennas, and

each RIS is composed of the set R , {1, 2, · · · , '} of '

passive reflecting elements. A CPU is deployed for control and

planning purposes, to which all APs are connected by wired

limited-capacity backhaul links. The backhaul link between

AP< and CPU has the predetermined maximum capacity �max
< ,

∀< ∈ M. All RISs are controlled by the CPU or APs by wired

or wireless links.

A. Transmission Model

The transmitted complex baseband signal x< ∈ C ×1 at

AP< can be written as x< =
∑
;∈L w<,;B; , where B; with

E{|B; |2} = 1 and w<,; ∈ C ×1 are the transmitted symbol

and beamforming vector intended for UE ;, respectively.

Due to the directional reflection supported by # RISs, the

channel between an AP and a UE includes two parts: the

AP-UE (direct) link and # AP-RIS-UE (reflected) links. The

equivalent channel ĥ
�
<,;

∈ C1× from AP< to UE ; can be

expressed as

ĥ
�

<,; (7) = h�<,; +
∑

=∈N
g�=,;�=H<,=

= h�<,; +
∑

=∈N
7)= diag

(
g�=,;

)
H<,= (1)

where h�<,; ∈ C1× , H<,= ∈ C'× , and g�
=,;

∈ C1×' denote

the channels from AP< to UE ;, from AP< to RIS=, and

from RIS= to UE ;, respectively. �= ∈ C'×' represents the

phase shift matrix of RIS=, which can be written as [8]: �= ,

diag(4 9 \=,1 , 4 9 \=,2 , . . . , 4 9 \=,' ), where \=,A ∈ [0, 2c) denotes

the phase shift of the A-th reflecting element on the RIS=. Fur-

ther, �= can be rewritten as �= = diag
(
k=,1, k=,2, . . . , k=,'

)
,

with |k=,A | = 1, ∀= ∈ N , A ∈ R. Let us define 7 , {7=}∀=
with 7= =

[
k=,1, k=,2, . . . , k=,'

])
.

The signal received at UE ; can be expressed as

H; =
∑

<∈M
ĥ
�

<,;x< + =; (2)

where =; ∼ CN(0, f2) is the additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) noise at UE ;. The achievable data rate (nats/s/Hz)

of UE ; is given as

'; (w,7) = ln (1 + W; (w,7))

= ln

(

1 +
��∑
<∈M ĥ

�

<,; (7)w<,;
��2

∑
9∈L\;

�� ∑
<∈M ĥ

�

<,; (7)w<, 9
��2 + f2

)

= ln

(

1 +
��ĥ
�

; (7)w;
��2

∑
9∈L\;

��ĥ
�

; (7)w 9

��2 + f2

)

(3)

where w , {w<,;}∀<,; , ĥ; =
[
ĥ
�

1,; , ĥ
�

2,; , . . . , ĥ
�

",;

]�
, and w; =[

w�
1,;
, w�

2,;
, . . . , w�

",;

]�
.

B. Optimization Problem Formulation

Power consumption model: The total power consumption

of the proposed RIS-CF network is modeled as

%Σ(w) =
∑

<∈M
b<

∑

;∈L
‖w<,; ‖2 +

∑

<∈M
%<

+
∑

;∈L
%; +

∑

=∈N,A ∈R
%=,A +

∑

<∈M,;∈L
%BH
<,; (4)

where %< and %; denote the circuit power consumption of

AP< and UE ;, respectively. b< regulates the ineffectiveness

of the power amplifier at AP<, and %=,A represents the low-

power consumption of the A-th reflecting element in the =-th

RIS [12]. The power consumption for conveying the data and

beamformers related to the transmission from AP< to UE ;

via backhaul transmission is represented by %BH
<,;

.

Backhaul constraint: The data rate transmitted by the <-th

backhaul link should be l< times greater than or equal to the

total achievable rate at AP<, with l< ≥ 1, ∀< ∈ M [5], [6].

Then, the per-backhaul capacity constraints can be expressed

as:
∑

;∈L
'; (w,7) ≤

�max
<

l<
, ∀< ∈ M . (5)

Our goal is to maximize the EE of the RIS-CF network by

jointly optimizing the involved variables (w,7), stated as

max
w,7

E(w,7) , �
∑
;∈L '; (w,7)
%Σ(w)

(6a)

s.t.
∑

;∈L
‖w<,; ‖2 ≤ %max

< ,∀< ∈ M, (6b)

'; (w,7) ≥ 'min
; ,∀; ∈ L, (6c)

∑

;∈L
'; (w,7) ≤

�max
<

l<
,∀< ∈ M, (6d)

|k=,A | = 1,∀= ∈ N , A ∈ R (6e)

where (6b) indicates the power constraint at AP< with the

maximum transmit power %max
< and constraint (6c) is imposed

to guarantee the minimum achievable rate requirement 'min
;

of UE ;. Problem (6) is nonconvex since the objective is

nonconcave and constraints (6c)-(6e) are nonconvex. The

complex rate function in (3) and the nonconvex constraint on

the reflecting coefficients (6e) make this problem even more

challenging to solve jointly.

III. PROPOSED ALTERNATING DESCENT-BASED

ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

In an iterative algorithm based on the IA framework [11], let

(7 (^) ,w (^) ) be the feasible point of (6) obtained at the (^−1)-
th iteration. In this section, an alternating descent algorithm

with low complexity is proposed to solve (6), i.e. at iteration

^ + 1 solving (6) to find the optimal solution w★ := w (^+1) for

given 7 (^) , and then solving (6) to find the optimal solution

7★ := 7 (^+1) for given w (^+1) .

A. Beamforming Descent Iteration

At iteration ^ + 1, problem (6) for given 7 (^) can be

expressed as

max
w,d

F (w,7 (^) ) , �
∑
;∈L '; (w |7 (^) )

d
(7a)

s.t. %Σ(w) ≤ d, (7b)

'; (w |7 (^) ) ≥ 'min
; ,∀; ∈ L, (7c)

∑

;∈L
'; (w |7 (^) ) ≤ �max

<

l<
,∀< ∈ M, (7d)

(6b) (7e)

where d is a slack variable to represent the soft power

consumption of RIS-CF. The objective (7a) is nonconcave,
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and constraints (7c) and (7d) are nonconvex in w. To tackle

the nonconcavity of (7a), we use the following inequality:

1

I
ln

(
1 + G2/H

)
≥ A (^) − B (^) H

G2
− C (^) I, ∀G, H, I ∈ R+ (8)

where A (^)
, 2

ln
(
1+(G (^ ) )2/H (^ )

)

I (^ )
+ (G (^ ) )2/H (^ )
I (^ ) (1+(G (^ ) )2/H (^ ) ) , B (^)

,
(
(G (^ ) )2/H (^ )

)2

I (^ ) (1+(G (^ ) )2/H (^ ) ) , and C (^)
,

ln
(
1+(G (^ ) )2/H (^ )

)

(I (^ ) )2 . The proof of

(8) is given in Appendix A. For w̄; = 4− 9 arg(ĥ�

; (7 (^ ) )w;)w;
with 9 =

√
−1, it follows that |ĥ�; (7 (^) )w; | = ĥ

�

; (7 (^) )w̄; =
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w̄;} ≥ 0 and |ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;′ | = ĥ

�

; (7 (^) )w̄;′ for

all ; ′ ≠ ;. Thus, '; (w,7 (^) ) can be rewritten as

'; (w |7 (^) ) = ln
(
1 +

(
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;}

)2

i; (w |7 (^) )

)
(9)

under the condition that ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;} ≥ 0, where

i; (w |7 (^) ) , ∑
9∈L\; |ĥ

�

; (7 (^) )w 9 |2 + f2. Applying inequal-

ity (8), we obtain

'; (w |7 (^) )
d

≥ A (^)
;

− B (^)
;

i; (w |7 (^) )
(
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;}

)2
− C (^)

;
d (10)

where A (^)
;
, 2 ln

(
1 + Γ

(^)
;

)
/d (^) + Γ

(^)
;

/
(
d (^) (1 + Γ

(^)
;

)
)
,

B (^)
;
, (Γ(^)

;
)2/

(
d (^) (1 + Γ

(^)
;

)
)
, C (^)

;
, ln

(
1 + Γ

(^)
;

)
/(d (^) )2,

and Γ
(^)
;

=
(
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w (^)

;
}
)2/i; (w (^) |7 (^) ). As a result,

the concave lower bound of '; (w,7 (^) )/d is found as

F (^)
;

(w, d |7 (^) ) := A (^)
;

− B (^)
;

i; (w |7 (^) )
Ω

(^)
;

(w |7 (^) )
− C (^)

;
d (11)

with the condition Ω
(^)
;

(w |7 (^) ) , 2ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w (^)
;

}
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;} −

(
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w (^)

;
}
)2
> 0. We note that

F (^)
;

(w, d |7 (^) ) is a concave lower bound of '; (w |7 (^) )/d,

satisfying F (^)
;

(w (^) , d (^) ,7 (^) ) = '; (w (^) ,7 (^) )/d (^) .

Following the steps (9)-(11) with d = 1, constraint (7c) can

be directly convexified by

R (^)
;

(w |7 (^) ) ≥ 'min
; ,∀; ∈ L (12)

where R (^)
;

(w |7 (^) ) , Ā (^)
;

− B̄ (^)
;

i; (w |7 (^ ) )
Ω

(^ )
;

(w |7 (^ ) )
, with Ā (^)

;
,

ln
(
1 + Γ

(^)
;

)
+ Γ

(^)
;

/(1 + Γ
(^)
;

) and B̄ (^)
;
, (Γ(^)

;
)2/(1 + Γ

(^)
;

).

Finally, we rewrite (7d) as

(7d) ⇔




∑

;∈L
ln(1 + A;) ≤

�max
<

l<
,∀< ∈ M, (13a)

(
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;}

)2

A;
≤ i; (w |7 (^) ), ∀; ∈ L (13b)

where r , {A;};∈L are newly introduced variables. We note

that ln(1+A;) is a concave function and i; (w |7 (^) ) is a convex

function. Following the IA principle, constraints (13a) and

(13b) are innerly convexified as

∑

;∈L

(
ln(1 + A (^)

;
) −

A
(^)
;

1 + A (^)
;

+ 1

1 + A (^)
;

A;

)
≤ �max

<

l<
,∀< ∈ M, (14)

(
ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;}

)2

A;
≤ i

(^)
;

(w |7 (^) ), ∀; ∈ L (15)

where i
(^)
;

(w |7 (^) ) , ∑
9∈L\;

(
2ℜ{(w (^)

9
)� ĥ; (7 (^) )ĥ�; (7 (^) )w 9 }

−|ĥ�; (7 (^) )w (^)
9

|2
)
+ f2.

The approximate convex problem of (7) solved at iteration

^ + 1 is given as

max
w,r ,d

F (^) (w,7 (^) ) , �
∑

;∈L
F (^)
;

(w, d |7 (^) ) (16a)

s.t. ℜ{ĥ�; (7 (^) )w;} ≥ 0, ∀; ∈ L, (16b)

Ω
(^)
;

(w |7 (^) ) ≥ 0, ∀; ∈ L, (16c)

(6b), (7b), (12), (14), (15). (16d)

For given 7 (^) , the per-iteration computational complexity of

solving (16) is O
(
(4! +")2.5(!2 (" + 1)2 + 4! +")

)
[13].

B. Phase Descent Iteration

For given w (^+1) , by solving (16), the total power consump-

tion %Σ(w (^+1) ) is fixed and then problem (6) with regard to

7 can be expressed as

max
7

G(w (^+1) ,7) , �
∑

;∈L
'; (7 |w (^+1) ) (17a)

s.t. '; (7 |w (^+1) ) ≥ 'min
; ,∀; ∈ L, (17b)

∑

;∈L
'; (7 |w (^+1) ) ≤ �max

<

l<
,∀< ∈ M, (17c)

|k=,A | = 1,∀= ∈ N , A ∈ R. (17d)

The main difficulty for solving (17) is due to the unit-

modulus constraint (17d), which is also a nonconvex con-

straint. To overcome this issue, we relax (17d) by the following

convex constraint:

|k=,A |2 ≤ 1,∀= ∈ N , A ∈ R (18)

which also implies that
∑
=∈N

∑
A ∈R |k=,A |2 − #' ≤ 0. To en-

sure that constraint (17d) holds true at optimum, we introduce

the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The optimality of (17) is guaranteed by the

following penalized optimization problem:

max
7

�
∑

;∈L
'; (7 |w (^+1) ) + [

(∑

=∈N

∑

A ∈R
|k=,A |2 − #'

)
(19a)

s.t. (17b), (17c), (18) (19b)

where [ > 0 is a constant penalty parameter making the

objective and penalty terms comparable.

Proof: Due to constraint (18), the penalty term∑
=∈N

∑
A ∈R |k=,A |2 − #' is always negative. This allows the

uncertainties of the unit-modulus constraint to be penalized,

which ensures k=,A = 1 at optimum. For a sufficiently large

value of [, problems (17) and (19) share the same optimal

solution. A detailed proof can be found in [14, Appendix C].

We can see that the developments presented in Section III-A

are very useful to approximate '; (7 |w (^+1) ) in the objective

(19a) and constraints (17b) and (17c). We also notice that∑
=∈N

∑
A ∈R |k=,A |2 is the sum of quadratic functions, which

can be convexified by directly applying the IA method. As a

result, we solve the following approximate convex problem of
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(17) at iteration ^ + 1:

max
7,r

G (^) (w (^+1) ,7) ,

�
∑

;∈L
R (^)
;

(7 |w (^+1) ) + [
(
P (^) (7) − #'

)
(20a)

s.t. R (^)
;

(7 |w (^+1) ) ≥ 'min
; ,∀; ∈ L, (20b)

|ĥ�; (7)w (^+1)
;

|2

A;
≤ i

(^)
;

(7 |w (^+1) ), ∀; ∈ L, (20c)

(14), (18) (20d)

where P (^) (7) , ∑
=∈N

∑
A ∈R

(
2ℜ{

(
k
(^)
=,A

)∗
k=,A } − |k (^)

=,A |2
)

and i
(^)
;

(7 |w (^+1) ) , ∑
9∈L\;

(
2ℜ{(w (^+1)

9
)� ĥ; (7 (^) )ĥ�; (7)

w
(^+1)
9

}− |ĥ�; (7 (^) )w (^+1)
9

|2
)
+f2. The per-iteration computa-

tional complexity of solving (20) is O
(
(2! +#' +")2.5((! +

#')2 + 2! + #' + ")
)
.

The proposed alternating descent-based iterative algorithm

for solving problem (6) is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Alternating Descent-based Iterative

Algorithm to Solve Problem (6)

Initialization: Set ^ := 0 and generate an initial feasible point

(7 (0) ,w (0) )
repeat

Given 7 (^) , solve the convex problem (16) to find the

optimal solution w★ and update w (^+1) := w★

Given w (^+1) , solve the convex problem (20) to find the

optimal solution 7★ and update 7 (^+1) := 7★

Set ^ := ^ + 1

until Convergence

Ouput: (7 (^) , w (^) )

Convergence analysis: From (16), it is clear that

F (w (^+1) ,7 (^) ) ≥ F (^) (w (^+1) ,7 (^) ) ≥ F (^) (w (^) ,7 (^) ) =

F (w (^) ,7 (^) ). Similar to (20), we have G(w (^+1) ,7 (^+1) ) ≥
G (^) (w (^+1) ,7 (^+1) ) ≥ G (^) (w (^+1) ,7 (^) ) = G(w (^+1) ,7 (^) ).
As a result, it is true that E(w (^+1) ,7 (^+1) ) ≥ E(w (^) ,7 (^) ).
In other words, Algorithm 1 generates a sequence

{(w (^) ,7 (^) )} of improved points that converges at least to a

locally optimal solution [11].

Choice of [: In practice, a very small [ does not make

much difference, leading to a slow convergence. A very large

[ results in an early convergence of Algorithm 1 and a

suboptimal solution 7∗. Given the simulation setup in Section

IV, we have numerically observed that [ = 103 ensures the

convergence of Algorithm 1 with the highest performance.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

An RIS-CF network including " = 4 APs, # = 4 RISs,

and ! = 8 UEs is considered as illustrated in Fig. 2(a),

where all APs, RISs, and UEs are uniformly distributed within

a circular region with 1 km radius. The large-scale fading

of all channels is modeled as [4]: V0,1 = 10
PL(30,1 )+fBℎ I

10 ,

where 0 = {<, =}, 1 = {=, ;}, ∀< ∈ M, = ∈ N ,

; ∈ L, and 30,1 is the distance (in km) from 0 to 1. The

shadow fading is modeled as a random variable I, which

follows CN(0, 1) with standard deviation fBℎ = 8 dB. The

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

%BH
<,;

0 dBW � 20 MHz

%< 9 dBW %=,A 10 dBm

%; 10 dBm b< 1.2

�max
< ≡ �max, ∀< 500 b/s/Hz %max

< ≡ %max 35 dBm

'min
;

0.5 b/s/Hz  8

' 8 f2 -104 dBm

(30 , 31) (10,50) m [ 103

-1000 -800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800 1000
x-coordinate (m)

-1000

-800

-600

-400

-200

0

200

400

600

800

1000

y-
co

or
di

na
te

 (
m

)

AP
RIS
UE

(a) System layout used in this section.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of Iterations

4

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5

5.2

5.4

5.6

E
E

 [
M

bi
ts

/J
]

K = 8
K = 16
K = 32

(b) Convergence of Algorithm 1 with one random chan-
nel realization.

Fig. 2. (a) System layout with " = 4 APs, # = 4 RISs, and ! = 8 UEs,
and (b) Convergence of Algorithm 1 with different number of antennas per
AP.

three-slope path loss model (in dB) is considered as [4]:

PL(30,1) = −140.7 − 35log10 (30,1) + 2000log10

(
30,1/30

)
+

1501log10

(
30,1/31

)
, where 3 9 , with 9 = {0, 1}, represents

the reference distance and 0 9 = max
{
0,

38−30,1
|38−30,1 |

}
. Unless

otherwise stated, the key parameters are provided in Table

I, following studies in [3], [5], [12]. The used convex solver

is SeDuMi [13] in the MATLAB environment. We compare

the performance of Algorithm 1 with three existing resource

allocation schemes: 8) CF network without RISs, 88) Collocated

network with RISs, and 888) Collocated network without RISs.

For collocated network, an AP is located at the center of the

considered area to serve all UEs. It is equipped with " 

antennas and has a maximum transmit power of "%max
< .

Fig. 2(b) plots the typical convergence behavior of Al-

gorithm 1 for a random channel realization. On average,

Algorithm 1 requires about 6 iterations to reach the almost

optimal value of EE in all cases. As expected, increasing  

results in better EE, but also requires slightly more iterations.
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Fig. 3. Average EE of the RIS-CF network.

Fig. 3(a) depicts the average EE versus the maximum trans-

mit power per AP for different resource allocation schemes.

It can be seen that the average EE of all considered schemes

significantly enhances when %max increases. Further, the EE

of the CF network with and without RISs is much better

than that of the collocated network with and without RISs,

respectively. This is attributed to the fact that the CF network

with distributed APs brings the service antennas closer to UEs,

which not only reduces path losses but also provides higher

degree of macro-diversity, compared to the collocated network.

Moreover, both CF and collocated networks with RISs achieve

much higher EE compared to the networks without RISs. This

observation confirms that RIS boosts up the EE of CF and

collocated networks. Notably, the proposed RIS-CF network

provides the best EE among all considered schemes.

In Fig. 3(b), the average EE is depicted versus the maximum

backhaul capacity, �max. As can be seen, the EE of all net-

works greatly increases when �max increases. This is because

the higher the maximum backhaul capacity, the more data can

be conveyed over the backhaul links. Increasing �max also

leads to a remarkable gain in the EE by the proposed RIS-CF

over other networks.

V. CONCLUSION

This letter has considered the EE maximization problem

of CF networks with the assistance of multiple RISs. The

problem involves a joint optimization of transmit beamformers

at APs and reflecting coefficients at RISs subject to the

limited backhaul capacity constraints, which is formulated

as a nonconvex problem. To address this problem, we have

developed a low-complexity alternating descent algorithm

based on the IA framework, which converges at least to a

locally optimal solution. Numerical results have confirmed

the fast convergence of the proposed algorithm. Further, they

have revealed the advantages of CF and RIS over collocated

network.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF INEQUALITY (8)

First, we note that 5 (C, I) , ln(1 + 1/C)/I is a concave

function on the domain (I > 0, C > 0) [15]. By the first-order

Taylor approximation, it follows that

5 (C, I) ≥ 5 (C (^) , I (^) ) − ∇C 5 (C (^) , I (^) ) (C − C (^) )
−∇I 5 (C (^) , I (^) ) (I − I (^) )

= 2 5 (C (^) , I (^) ) + 1

I (^) (C (^) + 1)

− 1

I (^) C (^) (C (^) + 1)
C − 5 (C (^) , I (^) )

I (^)
I. (21)

By replacing C = H/G2 and C (^) = H (^)/(G (^) )2, we obtain the

inequality (8).
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